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We apply a reinforcement learning algorithm to show how smart particles can learn approximately
optimal strategies to navigate in complex flows. In this paper we consider microswimmers in a
paradigmatic three-dimensional case given by a stationary superposition of two Arnold-Beltrami-
Childress flows with chaotic advection along streamlines. In such a flow, we study the evolution of
point-like particles which can decide in which direction to swim, while keeping the velocity amplitude
constant. We show that it is sufficient to endow the swimmers with a very restricted set of actions
(six fixed swimming directions in our case) to have enough freedom to find efficient strategies to move
upward and escape local fluid traps. The key ingredient is the learning-from-experience structure of
the algorithm, which assigns positive or negative rewards depending on whether the taken action is,
or is not, profitable for the predetermined goal in the long term horizon. This is another example
supporting the efficiency of the reinforcement learning approach to learn how to accomplish difficult
tasks in complex fluid environments.a
INTRODUCTION
Microswimmers can modify their motion in response to a
physical or chemical stimulus from the surrounding envi-
ronment. They are equipped with simple sensory capaci-
ties and behavioral patterns aimed at survival in dynamic
environments such as oceans or biological fluids [1–3].
Inspired by motile microorganisms, researchers have been
developing artificial particles that feature similar swim-
ming behavior either in a predefined way or by active con-
trol of their dynamical actions [4–11]. One long-term goal
is to engineer micro-robots that can swim toward spe-
cific target locations and autonomously perform complex
tasks, with potential biofluidic and pharmaceutical ap-
plications [12–15]. Another important goal suggested by
behavioral studies is to understand the origin of different
navigation strategies in various fluid environments [16].
In this paper, we continue the study presented in
Ref. [17]. The previous target was to find efficient motil-
ity strategies for a simple model of microswimmers in
a two-dimensional flow via reinforcement learning algo-
rithms. These algorithms are suitable to find optimal or
approximately optimal behaviours for performing a given
pre-selected task. The investigated simple model consid-
ers smart active microswimmers able to sense some basic
cues from their environment. Furthermore, the parti-
cles have the ability to exert a control over some internal
parameters that govern the preferred swimming direc-
tion with which they tend to align. Using reinforcements
from the environment the particle should find an effi-
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cient strategy to alter the internal parameter in order
to achieve some long-term goal. In Ref. [17] we have
shown that with a suitable choice of sensory inputs and
actions, it is possible to find very efficient strategies to es-
cape from fluids traps, at least for two-dimensional flows
with different degrees of complexity. In this work, we
start from the same setup of Ref. [17] and we expand
to the more complex case of particles immersed in a
three-dimensional flow given by a superposition of two
stationary Arnold-Beltrami-Childress (ABC) helical ve-
locity fields. The ABC flows are particularly relevant
for fluid dynamics, because they are exact stationary so-
lutions of the Euler equations with non-trivial chaotic
Lagrangian properties. As a result, in such flow configu-
rations even a simple tracer which follows the streamlines
is chaotically advected in the whole flow volume. Here
we ask the question whether the swimmers can learn to
move efficiently through the chaotic flow towards a given
direction (say upwards).
We consider an active particle that moves with con-
stant speed in a direction that results from the compe-
tition between the shear-induced viscous torque and a
torque that is controlled by the particle itself (see Fig.
1). In absence of flow, the optimal strategy is to behave
as a naive gyrotactic particle which is constantly reori-
ented by gravity to swim upwards. In the presence of a
flow, this choice may reveal quite inadequate. Depend-
ing on the particular realization and the properties of the
swimmer, there is a competition between reorientations
due to gravity and due to rotations from the vorticity
of the flow. This competition may hinder efficient ascent
through the flow and even cause naive gyrotactic particles
to remain trapped at a given depth [18–20]. Similar trap-
ping effects are observed also in other contexts dominated
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the force balance on the body of the mi-
croswimmer. The smart microswimmer swims at all times
with a constant swimming velocity with amplitude vs and
with variable instantaneous direction P . The orientation of
P is determined by a competition between the viscous torque
due to fluid gradients (green curved arrow), and the torque
controlled by the particle itself (blue curved arrow) such that
it tries to rotate towards a direction Ka, with a labelling
one of the six possible orientations for the set-up studied in
this paper. The goal is to learn the optimal policy to swim
upwards as fast as possible by dynamically selecting Ka.
by nonlinear coupling between particle and surrounding
flow, for example for driven inertial particles in lami-
nar flows [21, 22]. Using limited information about the
regions of the flow they visit, the smart particles grad-
ually develop a policy to escape from trapping regions
and to find efficient pathways in order to globally move
against gravity faster than naive gyrotactic swimmers.
Reinforcement learning provides a way to construct such
efficient strategies by accumulating good and bad expe-
riences.
SMART ACTIVE SWIMMERS
We consider neutrally buoyant, passive microswimmers
that are small enough so that all inertial effects and feed-
back on the flow field u can be neglected [23]. The trans-
lational motion of an individual microswimmer is gov-
erned by flow advection and by the swimming velocity
with constant magnitude vs in the instantaneous direc-
tion P :
X˙ = u + vsP +
√
2D0η . (1)
Here X˙ denotes the time derivative of the position of the
swimmer, X. In order to avoid structurally unstable dy-
namics, we have introduced a Gaussian white noise η(t)
such that 〈ηi(t)ηj(t′)〉 = δijδ(t − t′), where D0 denotes
the intensity of a small translational diffusivity. The ro-
tational motion of the particle is determined from the
two torques illustrated in Fig.1 and the corresponding
change in the direction of P is given by [1]:
P˙ =
1
2B
[Ka − (Ka · P )P ] + 1
2
Ω× P +
√
2DRξ . (2)
HereKa is a given target direction, Ω ≡∇×u is the flow
vorticity, B is a parameter that determines the time scale
of alignment between P and Ka in the absence of flow.
As we did for the translational motion, we have added
also here a Gaussian white noise ξ(t) which introduces
a rotational diffusivity via the small parameter DR and
it is such that the unit amplitude of P is preserved. In
our case, the index a of Ka takes a discrete set of values
that corresponds to a finite number of possible target
directions. Naive gyrotactic particles have a single value
Ka = zˆ and always tend to align in the vertical direction
opposite to gravity. Our smart active particle can choose
its direction Ka dynamically, depending on local cues
measured along the trajectory, as is explained in Section .
We denote the characteristic speed and magnitude of
vorticity of the flow by u0 and Ω0 respectively. The dy-
namics in Eqs. (1) and (2) depends on two relevant di-
mensionless parameters. First, the swimming number
Φ ≡ vs/u0, that quantifies the relative magnitude of the
particle swimming speed to that of the flow. Second,
the stability number Ψ ≡ Bω0, that quantifies the rel-
ative magnitude of rotations due to the fluid vorticity
compared to rotations due to the self-induced torque of
the particle. In the limit of Φ  1 and Ψ  1 the
flow can be neglected and the optimal strategy to navi-
gate upwards will be simply given by the naive gyrotac-
tic case, with Ka = zˆ at all times. On the other hand,
when Φ is small, particles are mainly advected by the
flow and navigation becomes hard. Likewise, when Ψ is
large, navigation is hard because particles are strongly re-
oriented by the fluid vorticity. In this work we will focus
on microswimmers with parameter combinations in the
regime of small Φ and large Ψ where navigation is hard.
Typical values of Φ and Ψ encountered in natural plank-
tonic microswimmers in the ocean range from Ψ ∼ 1–50
and Φ ∼ 0.03–1 for surface water and Ψ ∼ 0.01–50 and
Φ ∼ 0.03–10 for the very deep sea [24].
THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL CHAOTIC FLOW
The ABC family of flows is characterised by having vor-
ticity perfectly aligned or anti-aligned with velocity at
each point in the three-dimensional space. Even though
the flow has a simple Eulerian representation, it has
highly non-trivial Lagrangian properties. In order to
make navigation through the flow more complicated, we
decided to explore a less symmetric case by taking a lin-
ear superposition of two ABC flows:
ux = C cos y +A sin z + C˜ cos 4(y + ∆1) + A˜ sin 4(z + ∆2)
uy = A cos z +B sinx+ A˜ cos 4(z + ∆2) + B˜ sin 4(x+ ∆3)
uz = B cosx+ C sin y + B˜ cos 4(x+ ∆3) + C˜ sin 4(y + ∆1),
3with parameters
A = 1.5; A˜ = 2.0; ∆1 = 0.9;
B = 0.5; B˜ = 1.0; ∆2 = 0.4;
C = 2.5; C˜ = 0.3; ∆3 = 2.9. (3)
For what concerns the results shown in this paper, the
exact choice of the linear superposition is not important.
We have checked that with other similar values of the
parameters all our results are qualitatively the same. To
visualize the spatial complexity of the flow we show the
magnitude of the velocity field in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2. Colour-coded representation of the spatial depen-
dence of the magnitude of the velocity, |u|, for the superpo-
sition of two ABC flows considered in our study.
IMPLEMENTATION OF REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING
The reinforcement learning framework for an agent (the
smart microswimmer) has three basic components. First,
the state s denotes what the agent senses. The state s is
an element of S, where S denotes a finite set of distinct
states the agent is able to recognise. Second, the agent
can choose an action a. The choice of action determines
the dynamical evolution of the particle. It is chosen de-
pending on the current state and can be selected from a
finite set of possible actions A. The final component is
the reward r. It is evaluated after the particle has inter-
acted with the environment using an action a determined
by the state s. It quantifies the immediate success or fail-
ure of the action chosen for the current state to reach the
targeted goal.
In our implementation, particles can perceive only a
coarse-grained representation of their current swimming
direction P and of the local flow vorticity. We have
chosen a state space S that is the product of two sub-
sets, one identifying the coarse grained values of the
z-component of the vorticity field, Ωz and the second
identifying a coarse grained value of the instantaneous
swimming direction, P . The discrete state space is
S = SΩz × SP , where SΩz are ten distinct equispaced
intervals of Ωz and where SP are the six angular sec-
tors of the direction P depicted in Fig. 3. As a re-
sult, we have in total 10 × 6 = 60 possible states. The
FIG. 3. Sketch of the six angular sectors into which the
instantaneous directions P are mapped to define the set of
states, Sp. The unit sphere is divided into three segments
separated by the planes z = −0.5 and z = 0.5. The segment
−1 ≤ z < −0.5 corresponds to the direction −zˆ. The region
0.5 < z ≤ 1 corresponds to the direction zˆ. The remaining
segment is divided into four equal-sized circular sections that
are centered around the directions −xˆ, xˆ, −yˆ and −yˆ.
set of actions comprises six target swimming directions
Ka ∈ A = (xˆ,−xˆ, yˆ,−yˆ, zˆ,−zˆ). Because we want the
particles to go upwards, we let the reward be the net
increase in the z-direction during any time interval the
particle interacts with its environment.
The aim is to find an approximately optimal policy
pi∗ to choose an action a given a certain instantaneous
state s: pi∗ : s → a [25]. The algorithm constructs pi∗
by the introduction of intermediate strategies pin dur-
ing the n-th learning step, such that limn→∞ pin = pi∗.
The instantaneous policy pin depends in a deterministic
way on the entries of a quality matrix Qpin(an, sn) ac-
cording to a greedy rule: for any given state s we pick
the action a that corresponds to the largest value of Q.
This is motivated by the fact that Q quantifies the ex-
pected discounted sum of future rewards, conditioned on
the current state sn, action an and policy pin:
Qpin(sn, an) = 〈rn+1〉+ γ〈rn+2〉+ γ2〈rn+3〉+ · · · . (4)
Here the future rewards are given by the change in z
experienced between any two changes of state:
rn+1 = z(sn+1)− z(sn)
and γ is the discount factor with 0 ≤ γ < 1. It quanti-
fies the importance of future rewards. For a value close
to zero, only the next few rewards are taken into ac-
count, resulting in a short-sighted policy that greedily
maximises the immediate reward, but may fail to reach
a long-term goal. For a value close to unity, we have a
far-sighted optimization where later rewards give signifi-
cant contributions, possibly allowing for long-term goals
4to be reached. The one-step Q-learning algorithm that
we use provides a way to update the matrix Q such that
for large n we find an approximately optimal policy pi∗
under suitable conditions [25]. The rule is that at any
state change, sn → sn+1, we update the value of Q for
the old state-action pair (sn, an) according to the reward,
rn+1, and to the expected future rewards when being in
the new state sn+1 according to the current policy:
Q(sn, an)← (5)
Q(sn, an) + α[rn+1 + γmax
a
Q(sn+1, a)−Q(sn, an)] .
Here 0 < α < 1 is a free parameter which controls the
learning rate [25]. It is possible to show [25] that for
Markovian systems Q → Q∗ with probability 1 if α is
taken to decay slowly to zero and the action selection rule
samples each action an infinite number of times. The sys-
tem considered here is not Markovian, but, as illustrated
in Section , the rule (5) still produces approximately op-
timal policies for large values of n.
Training sessions are organised into subsequences,
called episodes, E, with E = 1, . . . , NE where NE is
the total number of episodes of each session. The first
episode in each session starts with random position and
orientation for the particle and with an optimistic ini-
tial strategy, i.e. all entries of Q are very large. This is
done in order to enhance exploration in the space of the
state-action pairs. At the end of each episode, we restart
at another random position and orientation for the par-
ticle, but we keep the final Q matrix from the previous
episode. In this way, every time we restart a new episode
we have some exploration due to the random restart but
we keep accumulating experience concerning the policy.
In our particular case, an episode lasts until T = 8000,
where T is a given physical time.
RESULTS
In order to quantify the ability of the smart particle
to learn during a training session, we monitor the total
vertical distance travelled by the swimmer during each
episode ∆Z(E) = z(T ) − z(0), normalized by the same
quantity for the naive gyrotactic particle, the latter av-
eraged over many different initial conditions:
Σ(E) =
∆Z
〈∆Zg〉 . (6)
Fig. 4 shows the evolution of Σ vs E during 10 inde-
pendent training sessions. The blind policy at E = 0
gives Σ(E) ∼ 0 because the particles are as likely to go
down as up before training. After a number of episodes,
E ∼ 500, the learning gain increases to eventually settle
at an approximately optimal level. Which level is reached
depends on the history of states, actions and rewards the
particle encounters. These depend on the initial condi-
tions and on the white noises in Eqs.(1) and (2). All
training sessions in Fig. 4 are highly successful, outper-
forming the naive gyrotactic swimmer by obtaining an
upward drift that is better by a factor between five and
nine. In Fig. 5 we show a visual comparison between
representative trajectories: smart particles (blue trajec-
tories) go upwards faster than naive particles (red tra-
jectories) once they find the elevator regions in the flow.
In order to quantify the learning gain, we perform also
an exam phase by using a fixed approximately optimal
Q-matrix obtained at the end of one of the 10 training
experiments shown in Fig. 4. In the exam, we evaluate
the discounted return along one episode starting from the
stable attractor of the dynamics, i.e. after that particles
have forgotten their initial conditions:
R(E) =
Ns∑
n=1
rnγ
n, (7)
where Ns is the total number of state changes for that
episode and it is of the order of a few thousand. In Table I
we show the discounted returns averaged over 1000 tra-
jectories for smart 〈R(E)〉 and naive particles 〈R(E)g〉,
for three points in the parameter space. For the consid-
ered cases we found that smart particles show improve-
ment over the naive gyrotactic ones, as pointed out in
the third column of Tab. I, in which the ratio between
the respective discounted returns is reported . In order
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the normalized total vertical distance
Σ(E) vs E during 10 different independent training sessions
(black curves). The value of Σ(E) that is visualized is av-
eraged over a window of 500 consecutive episodes to smooth
out fluctuations. Notice that in all cases the smart particles
are able to learn a strategy that outperform the naive case
after ∼ 1000 episodes. The small scatter among the optimal
final strategies is due to the limited exploration introduced in
the protocol (see the conclusions for a discussion about how it
is possible to further improve these results using an -greedy
strategy). Parameters: Ψ = 9.5, Φ = 0.03, D0ω0/u
2
0 = 0.004,
DR/ω0 = 0.005, α = 0.1, γ = 0.999
to show the non-trivial policy that the smart particles
5FIG. 5. Three-dimensional evolution of two representative
trajectories for smart active particles (blue) compared with
two trajectories for naive gyrotactic particles (red). The in-
set shows a portion of a smart particle trajectory inside an
elevator region. The Ωz field is colour-coded.
(Ψ,Φ) 〈R(E)〉 〈R(E)g〉 〈R(E)〉/〈R(E)g〉
(2.8, 0.3) 1026.4 359.5 3.0
(28.5, 0.08) 174.5 85.4 2.9
(9.5, 0.03) 376.5 26.4 14.3
TABLE I. Average discounted return 〈R(E)〉 for some dif-
ferent parameter combinations Ψ and Φ both for smart and
naive particles. The last parameter combination corresponds
to the data in Fig. 4
are able to learn, we visualize in Fig. 6 the optimal ac-
tions taken in different spatial regions during the ascent
through an elevator. While the instantaneous direction
of the smart particle always points upwards (it moves
within the angular sector of the state zˆ), the preferential
direction changes depending on the Ωz states crossed by
the particle. To quantify the long-term gain in the up-
ward drift, we show the square root of the mean square
displacement:
∆z(t) = (〈(z(t)− z(0))2〉)1/2 (8)
in a logarithmic scale in Fig. 7. For large times, the smart
particles have a quasi-ballistic behaviour with ∆z(t) ∼
t, while naive gyrotactic particles are drifting upwards
much slower. The data refers to the exam phase, in which
we use a policy derived from a constant Q-matrix taken
from the final episode of a training session. It is inter-
esting to notice that while ∆z for naive particles has a
constant slope when plotted against time, ∆z for smart
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FIG. 6. Three-dimensional rendering showing how the six ac-
tions, Ka, are taken in the elevator region by smart particles
following one of the approximately optimal policies obtained
in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 7. Logarithmic plot of the square root of the vertical
mean square displacement, ∆z(t) = (〈(z(t) − z(0))2〉)1/2, as
a function of time for the smart active particles (blue) and
for naive particles (red). The average is over 10 trajectories
also shown in the figure (grey filled circles for smart particles
and yellow empty circles for naive particles). Notice that
around t ∼ 1000 the smart particles start to systematically
outperform the naive case, indicating that this is the typical
time needed to find the elevator regions inside the volume.
particles change slope after the characteristic time needed
to find an elevator region in the underlying flow. It is not
clear why this time scale is so large (t ∼ 1000). We ex-
pect that changing the learning framework, for example
by choosing a reward that is beneficial for quick ascen-
sion, should result in a strategy that more quickly finds
the elevator regions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have extended the analysis done in
Ref. [17] to show how smart microswimmers are able
to learn approximately optimal swimming policies to es-
cape fluid traps and to efficiently swim upwards even in
6the presence of a complex three-dimensional underlying
flow with chaotic trajectories. We achieve this goal by
applying a reinforcement learning algorithm, where the
microswimmer adapts its strategy by learning from expe-
rience. In particular, we rely on the one-step Q-learning
algorithm to converge to an approximately optimal pol-
icy in an iterative way. We benchmark the performance
by comparing the ability to reach the goal (in our case
to quickly move upwards) with the case of naive parti-
cles that cannot adapt their swimming direction. For
all cases we tried, we found that the policies generated
using reinforcement learning outperform the naive ones.
The smart particles are able to find elevator regions in
the three-dimensional volume, allowing them to quickly
ascend the flow, while naive particles are meandering
around with a slower mean vertical velocity. In princi-
ple, even better strategies could be obtained by adopting
an -greedy algorithm, i.e. allowing for additional explo-
ration during the learning phase by leaving to the particle
a small probability  to choose an action different from
the optimal one, at each time the state changes [25].
This is sometimes useful to further enhance exploration
vs exploitation during the learning phase.
It is important to make clear that we are not inter-
ested at this stage to make a fully realistic model of ei-
ther the particle dynamics, or the actual complexity of
real fluid flows. At this stage we also avoid complica-
tions that may be present if one were to implement the
reinforcement learning protocol online for physical mi-
croswimmers, such as time delays between sensing, ac-
tions and rewards. Our goal is instead to propose a way
to develop novel strategies for designing smart devices.
The reinforcement learning algorithm provides solutions
to perform difficult tasks in complex environments.
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